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Plant begins gas line project
□ The heating plant
project moves on with
the installation of a gas
pipeline.
By SARAH BEDNARSKI
The BG News

■ The football team
gains confidence following the Kent win.

The next phase of the heating
plant project, gas pipeline construction, is starting this week and the
University hopes to ease the inconvenience on students as much as
possible.

The project is starting on Poe
road and will run through a portion of campus.
With that construction, parts of
parking lots TC, 8,7,3 and J will be
affected, said Stacie Enriquez,
administrative assistant for parking and traffic. However, she said
only a portion of those lots will be
closed.
"We encourage anyone who
parks in those areas to be aware of
any detours and signage that will
be posted," Enriquez said. "This

Gaa pipeline construction path for new heating plant

House Rep.
candidates
debate
education

> See PIPELINE, page five.

An in-depth look at

■ Men's Rugby team Is
ready for playoffs.

Athletics

■ Men's cross country
team reaches peak at
EMU Invitational.

University struggles with Title

■ Microsoft Is accused
of trying to split Internet
market.

■ Heavy winds may
mean no parade balloons.

■ A French woman
leaves Picasso paintings
for public auctions.
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"To believe yourself
to be brave is to be
brave; it is the only
essential thing"

J The athletics department
faces a complaint that they
are in violation of gender
equity law.

responsive to the
desires of the stuToday marks the last of a three-part series investigating
dent body as far as
athletic funding at the University. The series ends with a
offering
athletics
story examining gender equity.
programs goes."
Only one out of
those three conditions must be met for
a school to be compli- Title IX is a federal law, enacted In 1972, which provides for gendor equity In athletic programs. The following are consideraant with Title IX. Still,
tions which the government takes into account when determinmost, if not all,
ing whether a school complies with Title IX.
National Collegiate
Athletic Association
1. Equipment and supplies
(NCAA) schools are
2. Scheduling of games and practice time
not in compliance
3. Travel and per diew allowance
with the law.
4. Tutors
Sue Mota, chair5. Coaches
woman of the Intercollegiate Athletics
6. Locker rooms, practice and competitive
Committee, an advifacilities
sory panel to athlet7. Medical and training facilities and
ics director
Ron
services
Zwierlein on many
8. Housing and dining facilities and
issues, said that Title
services
IX
compliance
9. Publicity
among
NCAA
10. Support services
schools is extremely
rare.
11. Recruitment of student athletes
"I have read that
only one school in the
nation is in full compliance. For example, at BGSU, with the tion number one (an equal
relatively high percent of females in attendance, it is difficult to comply with condiI See ATHLETICS, page six.

Assessment Points for Title IX

By MIKE WENDLING
The BG News
In June 1997, the National Women's Law
Center filed a complaint against Bowling
Green, alleging violation of Title IX, a federal law which provides for gender equality in education.
That complaint, based on the amount of
scholarship aid awarded to men and
women compared to the percentage of athletes of each gender, is currently under
review by the United States Department of
Education.
Title IX compliance is determined by
three broad categories, according to Nancy
Spencer, an assistant professor of human
movement, sports and leisure studies who
is teaching a University course entitled
"Sports and Gender."
"For a school to comply with Title IX,
there must be one of three conditions met,"
she said. "One is proportionality — the
percentage of males to females in the
school must be reflected in the school's
sports system. Another is a history of
improving statistics of proportionality, and
the third test is whether the school is

PizzalPizza!

Mark Twajn

Campus hosts
Halloween fun

□ Many events are
being held to celebrate
the Halloween
weekend.
Look for more dialogue
on the topic of homosexuality on the updated BG News website.
Check it out at:

By IVY CHIN
The BG News

WWW.

bgnews.com
If you have a news tip or
have an Idea for a story,
call anytime and ask to
speak with an editor.

372-6966

By ERIN BERGER
The BG News

■ G. Michael Graham
puts down preseason
polls.

Opinion
Page Three
Nation
Sports
Agate

□ House candidates
talk about education
issues concerning
students.

Photo/JASON SUGGS

The Little Ceasar's Pizza guy waves to passers-by on E.
Wooster.

Happy Halloween!
Halloween is just around the
comer, and many people are
looking forward to putting on
costumes and attending parties
to have fun on this annual celebration.
At BGSU, several organizations and residence halls have
planned a variety of activities to
celebrate this holiday with the
community.
Today all residence halls will
be open to children for trick-ortreating.
According to Chris Dobek,
Darrow hall director, children
are coming to Kreisher quadran-

gle from 8 to 9 p.m. Even though
it is not mandatory for hall residents to participate, they are
encouraged to stay and have fun.
Dobek said that all residence
halls are decorated for Halloween, however, it is up to the
residents to decorate their own
rooms and doors.
The Off-Campus Connection
and the Non-Traditional Student
Association will hold two magic
shows for the children, one at 7
p.m. and another at 8 p.m., at the
Off-Campus Student Center.
According to the president of
Off-Campus Connection, Amy
Kosakowski, the Halloween
Party welcomes all kids from the
BG community.
"There are games, prizes,
cookies and punch for the kids,"
Kosakowski said. "We will also
have candies for them."
She said that children can participate in coloring contests and
• See HALLOWEEN, page five.

As the election approaches,
politicians' schedules grow
busier as they make their final
pushes to gain votes on Nov. 3.
The Bowling Green political
scene is especially busy because
the town is split between District
9 and District S, providing two
House of Representative races.
The District 5 race is between
incumbent Republican Paul Gillmor and hometown Democrat
Susan Darrow. District 5
includes the area west of Main
Street, not including the University.
Darrow has lived in Bowling
Green for 18 years. She has been
the Associate Director of the
University Honors Program
since 198i and has also participated in the City of Bowling
Green Planning Commission
and Wood County Democratic
Central Committee.
Darrow received her Bachelor's degree in social science secondary education from Colorado State University in 1966
and her Master's Degree in mental health counseling from the
University of Toledo in 1982.
Sarah Tomashefski, president
of the College Democrats, thinks
Darrow has a good chance of
winning the election.
"She is extremely qualified
and good at what she does,"
said Tomashefski.
Gillmor is serving his fifth
term in the House of Representatives. He was first elected in
1988. Prior to serving in the
House, Gillmor was a member
of the Ohio State Senate for 22
years.
During this time, he served
five terms as the Republican
leader and three terms as the
President of the Ohio Senate.
Prior to that, he served as a captain in the United States Air
Force. He received his Bachelor
of Arts degree from Ohio Wesleyan University and went to the
University of Michigan Law
School.
Both Darrow and Gillmor are
concerned with the issue of education. Darrow advocated a
push for equitable education
access.
"We need to make education
accessible to everyone," she
said.
Gillmor said that escalation in
tuition is making it more difficult for many students to attend
college. He commented that the
government has been doing a lot
to help this dilemma already.
According to Gillmor, government has increased the
amount of money available for
student grants, lowered interest
rates on student loans and
adopted legislation providing
for education savings accounts,
which will allow people to set
aside tax-free money for education.
Darrow said that although
progress has been made in the
area of improving education,
• See HOUSE, page five.
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Opinion

Opinion Editor
Natalie Miller
372-2604

Sex is good, could be better
-\l1 Si [Vvy>

I'd have to say that watching
a group of women and a group
of men interact with each other
highlights
the
differences
between the sexes. My girlfriends and I tend to get silly and
rowdy when we go out drinking
— but never as much as the guys
I've seen. (Rarely have I thrown
any street signs or walked over
someone's car).
Because of differences in the
ways men and women think, it's
difficult for heterosexuals to
communicate. But on the other
hand, isn't any intimate personal
relationship complicated at
times?
I've always thought that it's
amazing how many women and
men get together, when there are
so many ways we've been socially conditioned to be different.
Sex is one of these things, yet it
happens all of the time between
the two groups.
But I've seen many differences in sexual philosophy. My
observations and conversations
with men about sex usually
reflect the idea that it is always
desirable. I think many men
have absorbed the ideology that
they should be getting laid as
often as possible. I'm not disagreeing with the idea, but the
way that it is manifested in col-
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lege. From what I've seen, then?
are few guys who have any
problem taking advantage of
women sexually when they can.
If this means supplying them
with alcohol, it is a way to
ensure the end result: their
chances of getting some are better.
There are issues such as sex
with younger people, intoxicated partners or with a stranger,
that indicate that any sex is good
sex, regardless of how it occurs.
This does not affect men alone, I
can see it spreading to women. If
your only goal is to get some,
then who cares how?
I think that attitude is a reflection of people who are "players," bom male and female. But
what are they really looking for?
Is it just some superficial attention or some fleeting pleasure for

an evening?
hormones are raging, sometimes
But from my own personal it's a competition with other
experience — it isn't a neat and people. I think that many people
painless situation. Sometimes relish the chase of getting somewhen people want or expect sex, one interested enough to have
they will push and coerce an sex with them. For men, I think
unwilling or reluctant partner. I that they feel social pressure to
won't call it rape, because the conquer, and to compete with
other person has a right and a their friends. The amount and
responsiblity to speak up. But frequency of sex is linked to
it's very unfair to manipulate social status and ego. I think
that's why men are more likely
another for your own desire.
I know people have sex for to push for sex than women.
It is implicit that you should
different reasons. But should
those reasons include guilt, never let the chance pass. But
embarassment or overintoxica- from my side, 1 see women get
tion? I think women often get in pushed into sexual things that
situations where they don't want they might not want to do. I
to be too assertive and resist the think it's important to look at
man. Wouldn't it just be easier to both sides of this. Women need
to say no if they don't want to
give them what they want?
But what is the cost? It may be get involved — but sometimes
OK until later, when regret starts they are in no condition to make
to creep in. And this is a very a decision. Men need to realize
expensive feeling. If you feel like that sex is not the most importhe decision to have sex was tant thing, especially when contaken from you, it can under- sidering the feelings of the other
mine your self-esteem. If you person involved. This is an area
lose contact with the person, or where I think a lot of rape
never had any, what are you charges could be prevented. If
going to do with the anger you people were more clear about
what they wanted, and commufeel?
Sex is associated with more nicated it to their partners, there
than just the physical action. It is would be less confusion, and
about how desirable you feel, more mutual enjoyment.
Natalie Miller can be reached at
how much you care about the
other person, how much your annemil@bgnet.bgsu.edu.
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What's the best and worst thing
about BGSU?

Sidney Ribeau
President of
BGSU
"The best, thing is
the students and
the worst thing is the
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Jeff Sharp
Sophomore
History
"The worst thing is
the cold weather
and the best thing is
the supportive faculty and staff."-

Tiffani Sweigait
Sophorrore
"Psych/Soc.
"The worst thing is
the cold winter
arxtthe best thing
is the nice, open
campus."

John Alford
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PEOPLE ON THE
STREET
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Andy Miller
Freshman
Education
"The best thing is
meeting new friends
and the worst thing
is the hard work."

Mike Knapp
Sophomore"
Sports Mgmt.
The best thing (s the
football team and
the worst thing it the
American Culture I
Studies.-

/
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210 West Hall
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DARLA WARNOCK
Editor-in-Chief

LETTERS
As a member of the Under- administrative process here at
graduate Student Government, I BGSU. USG is composed of an
sometimes take it for granted elected President and Vice-Presithat the students at this Universi- dent, their staff, and elected or
ty understand what USG is, and appointed Senators representing
more importantly, what USG can various student constituencies.
do for them. However, I was
Now, it's important to realize
recently reminded that most of just how USG represents stuyou probably don't know or care dents, and that is through proacabout USG, or even realize the tive and reactive programs and
responsibilities that each of us as legislation. The second, reactive,
students carry when it comes to is easier to understand so I'll deal
student government. Therefore, with that one first.
I'd like to take this opportunity
To be reactive means to suddento explain not only what USG is, ly find importance in an issue
but what every student at BGSU and respond to it appropriately.
needs to do in order to ensure A good example would be the
their rights are secured and their recent change in internet service
voices are heard.
here on campus. It was
First and foremost, the Under- announced by the administration
graduate Student Government that a fee would be assessed in
serves as the representative body .the near future for anyone wishfor all students. It operates under ing to access the internet remotethe guidelines and principles set ly. The USG response was to lisforth within the Undergraduate ten to arguments from both
Student Body Constitution. USG sides, then come to a consensus
maintains an office at 404 Sad- as to what the Student Body
dlemire, conducts regular meet- position would be. Additionally,
ings, and attends a variety of USG passed a resolution chargcommittee meetings throughout ing the administration to be more
campus in order to try and make forthright and communicative
student opinions a part of the when making decisions that

affect students.
To be proactive means to search
out issues almost before they
become issues and to try and
address them responsibly. If you
think about this one, I'm sure
you'll see why it's so difficult.
How do you determine what
issues are going to be important
tomorrow? At USG we don't consult the stars or spin a carrot, we
talk to students and look for
areas of concern. We attend hundreds of committee meetings in
order to maintain student representation within the decisionmaking process at this University. We strive to maintain a
diverse representation of students within USG in order to
more effectively hear the many
concerns and issues that exist on
this campus.
Representation of students
brings me to my last point, which
is simply this: if you don't speak,
your voice will not be heard. The
members of USG are students
just like you, and shouldn't be
expected to spend all of their
time out on campus trying to talk
to individuals. More students

need to take the time to communicate their concerns to USG,
whether it is through a written
letter or a personal visit. Stop by
a USG meeting sometime and
you'll be surprised at how eager
some of the members will be to
hear your opinion. Become
involved in USG! There are any
number of different positions
and activities that can fit your
individual schedule.
Finally,
and most importantly, vote in the
Spring elections! If you don't
come out and meet the candidates and vote, then you have no
one to blame but yourself if you
feel you aren't being represented.
If you're interested, you can
attend USG General Assembly
meetings on Monday evenings,
7:30 in 116 BA. You can visit our
office in 404 Saddlemire or call at
372-8116. Finally, you can e-mail
our listproc with comments or
questions
at
USG®bgnet.bgsu.edu.
Michael J. Allton
Chief of Staff, USG
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Managing Editor
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Opinion Editor
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Upcoming
Events

"Upcoming Eventa" U a eervice to our reader* borrowed daily via the University
web pace. The eatdeodar of eventa on the web page has a more complete Hating
of eventa and can be acceaaed through "www.baTau.ediT.

Wednesday, 10/28/98
MS Windows 98/95 — Intermediate (9 a.m. - 4 p.m.)
Institute for Great Lakes
Research, Perrysburg. Learn
ways to organize and customize
your desktop settings. Class
meets again on Oct. 28. Fee $99.
For more information or to register call CTC Customer Service at
419/372-8181
or
e-mail
carl@bgnet.bgsu.edu.
What la It Like to be a If ember of a Religious Minority
in America? (10 a.m. - Noon)
Pallister Conference Room,
Jerome Library. This program
presents several members of religious minorities relating their
personal past and current experiences. A brief personal overview
of the religious doctrines, philosophy and practices will be given,
as well as how they are impacted
by diversity and discord. Part of
the Issues in Cultural Diversity
series: "All in the Name of
Religion: Diversity and Discord."
Sponsored by the Libraries and
Learning Resources Multicultural Affairs Committee.
Dance Marathon 1999 Kick
Off (10 a.m.)
Education Bldg. steps. Dance
Marathon 1999 is 150 days away

from the Kick-Off! We are giving
150% to raise over $150,000.00
for the kids. Shirts on sale.
Economics Club Fundraiser
(10 a.m. - 2 p.m.)
Education Building. The Economics Club will be holding a
sale of winter clothing, such as
gloves and sweaters.
Sexual Harassment Workshops (10:30 a.m. - Noon)
1 College Park
These workshops aim to provide
essential information on the University's efforts to create a learning and work environment free
from sexual harassment. Participants will leam the University's
policy and complaint procedures
and acquire skills in identifying
inappropriate behavior.
Alpha Lambda Delta
Fundraiser (10:30 a.m. - 4

p.m.)
Education steps. ALD will be
selling Halloween ghost suckers
for a fundraising activity.
BGSU Blood Drive (11 a.m. 5 p.m.)
Lenhart Grand Ballroom, Student Union. Just one hour out of
your day can save somebody's
life. The American Red Cross
asks that you please donate dur-

ing the blood drive.Walk-ins are
welcome,
but
scheduled
appointments
help
ensure
prompt service. To schedule an
appointment please call 1-800GIVE LIFE ext. 132.
Women's Center Brown Bag
Luncheon (Noon)
107 Hanna Hall. Labyrinth:
The Tree of Life is an ancient
symbol of timeless truth used for
meditation to quiet the mind and
allow for insight and connecting
with Higher Power or self.
Enjoy an hour of peaceful camaraderie and an opportunity to
slow down. Bring your lunch
and a friend to enjoy the journey
with you!

On your mark. Get set. Loaf!
BEAVER, Pa. (AP, _ This year's Couch Potato Marathon got off in true sedentary style with
contestants relaxing on a well-worn couch and watching a videotape of the course they did not run.
"I had to come in uniform," said contestant Larry Kempa, who wore a navy blue jogging suit and a
pair of pristine white sneakers.
Participants in Sunday's non-marathon collected pledges for each of the 26 miles of open highway
none would ever jog. The proceeds will help finance Beaver's first homeless shelter
Two couches — one a tweedy brown, one a floral chartreuse — were parked in front of a television
set. On the screen was the course video, with a red arrow pointing to the center of the screen that said,
"You are not here."
Non-racers were treated to a miniature golf booth, various games, crafts and food. A high school band
provided the entertainment and inspired two couch potatoes to actually get up and dance.
Mary Hamilton, program coordinator for Housing Enterprises and Local Programs, came up with the
idea while driving. Her first thought was to run a marathon, but as Ms. Hamilton put it, "That's too
much work for us."

Aliens are not out for candy
BELLEVILLE, Wis. (AP) — Those cute little space aliens tearing around Belleville mis Halloween may
not be trick-or-treating.
There will be plenty of people in costume on Saturday. Village officials have abandoned their attempt
to postpone Halloween by a day so it doesn't conflict with Belleville's annual UFO festival.
The scheduling conflict produced, well, a monster of a debate.
"We were called every name in the book," Village Clerk Kathleen Bainbridge said Monday. "We were
swore at. We were hung up on. There were more nasty phone calls than nice phone calls."
The UFO festival has been held on a weekend near Halloween every year since a string of reported
UFO sightings in Belleville in January 1986. The festival includes a parade, a costume contest and other
events.
"A lot of adults do dress up as Martians and alien creatures and do hang around town," Bainbridge
said. This is the first time since 1992 that Halloween has fallen on Saturday night, colliding with the
peak of the festival.
Town officials though they had the answer: push Halloween back to Sunday, Nov. 1. The outcry —
and a petition from about 40 upset parents — changed their mind.
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Yearbook Distribution (1-4

p.m.)
28 West Hall. Anyone who preordered a 1998 Key or would like
to purchase one now can stop by
28 West Hall (basement) Mon. Thur, 1-4 p.m. Call 419/372-8086
for more information.

1
7
11
14
15
16
17

Self Defense Seminar (6
p.m.)
St. Thomas More Gym. This
two-hour seminar will teach the
basics of self defense. The event
is open to all. Email the instructor at jlgerke©bgnet.bgsu.edu for
more information.

18
20
22
23
27
28

idYoU*T,

30 Consecrate
31 Rigid
disciplinarian
34 Calendar
increment
35 Individual
36 Mottled cats
38 Fishing pole
41 Gooey mass
42 Arrogantly
certain
44 Rose sticker
47 Fresh
48 Arabian gulf
49 Nevada
destination
50 Not excessively
53 Lacking zest

ozo

JThe original BGSU campus in 1910 included 82"2 acr
Today, the campus covers approximately 1,250 acres.
*\

Today

iD

PUZZLE

55 Broad valley
56 "WA'S-H" star
58 Snow-covered
peak
62 Solidity
63 Highlander
64 Instrumental
composition
65 Heart ot a
hurricane
66 Remnants
67 Annual holiday
DOWN
1 Bikini part
2 Permit
3 Do something
4 Superlatively
tangy
5 Ditties
6 Exhausted
7 Minor devil
8 Tidy up
9 Worries
10 Mini-army
11 Strasbourg's
region
12 Executions
13 Recipients
19 Elba's country
21 Throw in the
23 Short note
24 Persia, today
25 Traditional
knowledge
26 Observed

Mostly cloudy

Partly Cloudy
HIGH: 59

LOW: 46
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PARADE I

Heavy winds may mean no balloons in
Thanksgiving parade
NEW YORK (AP) — High winds could take the air out of the traditional procession of balloons during the city's Thanksgiving Day
parade.
Despite new restrictions on size and design of balloons. Mayor
Rudolph Giuliani said Tuesday that the balloons will be grounded if
it gets too gusty.
"There is a possibility that there will be no balloons if it's too
windy, which is something the city probably should have done in the
past," Giuliani said.
Last year, strong winds whipped a Cat in the Hat balloon into a
lamppost, part of which fell onto spectator Kathy Carolina's head,
seriously injuring her. She has filed a $393 million lawsuit against the
city and Macy's, the parade's sponsor.
The mishap led to restrictions on size and design, banning balloons over 70 feet high or more than 70 feet long. Also, balloon handlers are required to view training tapes and to practice.
Associated PICM Photo

I ART WORKI

U.N. sculpture on display at Wright State
FAIRBORN, Ohio (AP) — A sculpture that was displayed outside
the United Nations has been temporarily loaned to Wright State University.
The wooden and twisted-steel sculpture titled "Divisions" was
being installed Tuesday outside the school's Medical Sciences Building.
The sculptor, Dayton-area native Linda Cunningham, agreed to
put the sculpture at Wright State after its one-year display at the U.N.
Plaza in New York City expired in July.
The sculpture is a cluster of wooden walls and twisted steel girders in a 50-foot-wide circle. The sculpture narrows as it rises to about
20 feet.
Fleischauer said the sculpture is designed to illustrate how the
divisive forces of humanity can be used to build instead of destroy.
He said the sculpture fits with the school's plan to create more of a
contemplative atmosphere on the campus in Fairbom, about 5 miles
northeast of Dayton.
Fleischauer said he did not know how long the artwork would
stay at Wright State. He said Cunningham is negotiating to display
the sculpture in Washington, DC.

IAIRSTRIKESI
NATO airstrikes temporarily put on hold
OSTROZUB, Yugoslavia (AP) — Serb forces drew back Tuesday
from former Kosovo battlefronts, holding off the immediate threat of
NATO airstrikes. But the alliance reserved the right to launch an
attack ai.ytime if the situation worsens.
To keep up the pressure on Yugoslav President Slobodan Milosevic, the 16-nation military alliance decided to maintain more than 400
NATO warplanes on alert, but did not set any new deadlines for
airstrikes after the previous one expired Tuesday.
That continuing threat should help guarantee the safety of hundreds of thousands of refugees, terrified of returning home unless
government troops and Serb police are held back.
More than 4,000 Serb policemen were reported to have pulled out
of Kosovo on Monday alone, vacating many villages and dug-in
positions. That encouraged a few among the 300,000 displaced people in this largely ethnic Albanian province to take a chance on
returning home.

■ HURRICANE aaa*aa«MBnB*^B«BMHBMBai
Hurricane Mitch kills 10
LA CE1BA, Honduras (AP) — Hurricane Mitch cut through the
western Caribbean on Tuesday, pummeling coastal Honduras and
Belize with driving rain and fierce winds that snapped trees and sent
thousands of people fleeing for higher ground. Ten storm-related
deaths were reported.
Honduran President Carlos Flores Facusse declared the highest
state of alert and sent in troops to evacuate thousands of people from
villages on the sparsely populated coast. Thousands more made their
way to safer ground on their own.
Most of the population of Belize Citv fled inland in cars and government buses, while tourists rushed to find ways out of the Mexican
resorts of Cancun and Cozumel, where the storm is expected to hit
by the end of the week.

BOSU Cross Country

Tho painting "Dora with green fingernails," estimated at 20 to 30 million francs before the sale, is auctioned off at 23 million francs,
Tuesday.

Momentos reflect life of Picasso

□ A French woman
leaves Picasso painting
for public auction.
The Associated Press

PARIS — When a love affair
goes sour, some destroy the evidence. Others save everything:
goofy postcards, tiny drawings
on matchbooks, a doodle on a
restaurant menu.
Luckily, Dora Maar, muse to
Pablo Picasso for eight stormy
years, kept all those things and
more — from grand oil paintings
to a paper scrap with her lover's
bloodstain.
On Tuesday, 15 months after
Maar's lonely death, art-lovers
got a chance to buy a piece of
that passionate treasure trove.

The three-day auction — said
to be the largest Picasso collection to go on the block — is
expected to bring in up to $70
million. The first evening, focusing on oil paintings and drawings, saw sky-high prices for
drawings but lower than expected bids lor some of the paintings.
But it is the deeply personal,
slice-of-life nature of the collection that had Parisians standing
in the rain to get a pre-auction
glimpse at the Maison de la
Chimie near the F.iffel Tower.
Dora Maar, an accomplished
photographer with close ties to
Surrealism, was 29 when she met
Picasso in 1936. She quickly
became his lover and model, particularly for the weeping woman
in "Guernica" — the masterpiece
screaming Picasso's outrage over
the German bombing of the

"By virtue of its market weight and force
arid power and greater size, through a
sustained assault. Microsoft felt, I believe,
that they would be able to in fact render
us irrelevant."
Mark Andreessen

The Associated Press
WASHINGTON — Government lawyers cited Microsoft's
own documents Tuesday to try
to prove the company illegally
offered to divide the market for
Internet software with a rival.
But the government had to
postpone its plans to show in
court portions of Bill Gates'
videotaped testimony after
Microsoft questioned how many
hours the government can show

Netscape cqfounder

without having to count Gates as
a witness. The judge has allowed
each side just 12 witnesses.
In his effort to show Microsoft
tried to divvy up a key market,
government attorney David
Boies presented a Microsoft executive's e-mail to Gates, which
summarized a controversial June
21, 1995, meeting between
Microsoft and Netscape Com-

J
We Care! We Care! We Care! We Care! We Care!

MAC Championships
This Friday

munications Corp.
The most important priority
at the meeting, according to the
e-mail sent the next day by
Microsoft's Dan Rosen, was to
"establish Microsoft ownership
of the Internet client (browser)
platform for Win95."
Netscape's chief executive
officer, James Barksdale, testified
earlier in the trial that Microsoft

Pick up an application in
405 Student Services

at BOSU
Intramural Fields

Applications Due:
November 13
We Care! We Care! We Care! We Care! We Care!

1
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proposed that "a line be drawn"
to separate its Internet browser
for Windows 95 from software
that Netscape could sell for other
types of computers.
"What Microsoft intended to
do if we rejected the proposal
was to, in essence, crush us in the
marketplace,"
Netscape
cofounder Marc Andreessen
said. "By virtue of its market
weight and force and power and
greater size, through a sustained
assault, Microsoft felt, I believe,
that they would be able to in fact
render us irrelevant."
Microsoft's lawyer, John Warden, has argued that Netscape
either "imagined" or "concoct?
ed" the alleged offer, suggesting
that Netscape believed it could,
help the government prosecute
Microsoft.

Thank you to the following teams
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FIJI
SAE
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at n-.ooa.m.
Race starts

\

at all this," said James Lord, orrf;
of her close friends in Paris,
though in the last few years they
only exchanged letters.
"All this stuff was so personal
to her," he said in a telephone
interview. "It's rather morbid to
have it up for sale."
Picasso's
granddaughter,
Diana Widmaier, agreed.
"Some of these private things
should never have gone on themarket," she said after the auction's first session. "And our
family was informed too late."
The French government has •
deemed some of the works — "
like a set of whimsical paper cutouts made for his daughter '
Maya, including animal heads
with cigarette holes for eyes — a
"collection," meaning they can't
be taken from France.

Microsoft accused of dividing key market

□ Government lawyers
site Microsoft owners
for illegally attempting
to split Internet
market.

We Core, Do You?
Be a Welcome Week Leader

}SU WOMEN ARE NATIONALLY RAISKED\

ancient village in northern Spain.
But Picasso moved on to the
younger Francoise Gilot in the
1940s and Maar went into a tailspin, living a hermetic existence
in her apartment on the Rue de
Savoie, never even seeing her
close friends.
She died in solitude in July
1997 at age 89. She had never
married, had no heirs and had
only a 1958 will naming three
monks who died before she did,
museum officials say.
But genealogists tracked
down two distant relatives, both
of whom had never even heard
of Maar. Now, after 60 percent of
the auction proceeds go to the
government for taxes, they'll get
much of what remains.
Some of Maar's friends aren't
happy.
"Dora would be just horrified

sy
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jack Lee's
team

Congratulations to
KA & OA0 on winning.
Hope to see you all next year!
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PIPELINE
Continued from page one.

will be an inconvenience but if s
only temporary. We are trying to
get the information out as soon
as possible."
-The project was slated to take
about six weeks under perfect

\-

conditions but due to complications it may take longer, said
James McArthur, University
assistant architect. He said one of
the main problems they have
encountered is the type of rock
found in the ground.
McArthur said the ground is
solid rock, therefore they are

Continued from page one.

fjice painting to win prizes. Stueffrits can also stop by the OffCampus Student Center to
yjbtch magic shows, which will
Begin at noon and are ongoing
throughout the afternoon.
•COn Friday, the World Student
Association (WSA) and Chinese
Club are co-sponsoring a Halloween party to celebrate "All
Mallow 's Eve."
-"; Bianca Whitman, social cultural chairwoman of WSA. said the
flirty will take place on the 11th
Hjor of Offenhauer West, from 8
(tin. to midnight. There is no
admission charge, and snacks
abd beverages will be provided for
fre
B "We intend to bring all international and American students to a
Halloween celebration, which is a
typical American event." said
Whitman.
She said that a DJ has been
hired to play music and karaoke
at the party.
One way that this party will differ from other Halloween parties is
people are encouraged to bring

music from their country. The DJ
will play international songs
throughout the night. People can
come to dance, sing, have fun and
celebrate an international kind of
Halloween party. Furthermore,
students are also encouraged to
wear costumes.
"It's a party mainly for dancing
and enjoying international Halloween atmosphere," Whitman
said.
Also on Friday, the Latino Student Union will have their Halloween Party from 9 p.m. to midnight in the Amanl Room. Admission is $3 or $1 with a costume.
Jason Brewer, treasurer of
LSU. said that the theme of the
night is Dia De Los Muertos — In
English. "Day of the Dead."
"It is a traditional Mexican holiday when people celebrate their
ancestors and the dead of their
families to honor their memory."
Brewer said.
Brewer said that LSU will also
invite a DJ. The DJ will play
hiphop with a blend of salsa,
merengue. tejano and mariachi.
which are forms of music played
by the Hispanic culture.
"It is party for dancing and
relaxing." Brewer said.

GO FALCONS!
fAN/mC fALCONS

ers power to the plant.
The last part of the process
will be the demolition of the
existing heating plant, McArthur
said. He said the original goal
was to have the new plant operating by May or June 1999. However, with the problems they are
running into now it may be

longer.
McArthur said they expect the
entire project to be completed by
next December.
"We just ask students to be
patient," he said. "This is going
to be a slow, progressive
process."

cent of the cost of education has
to be provided from the student."
Kaptur is currently serving
her 8th term of office. Trained as
a city and regional planner, she
practiced 15 years throughout
the United States — eight of
those in Toledo before seeking
office. She was appointed as an
urban adviser to the Carter
White House. She ran for a seat
and received it in 1982 and is
now the senior Democratic
woman on Appropriations.
Republican candidate Edward
Emery said that tuition should be
kept down and that school educations should be facilitated by
tax deductions and government
scholarships.
Emery received his Bachelor
of Arts degree in sociology in
1968 and the equivalent of a Masters degree at the University of
Toledo in 1971, again in sociology. He attended a PhD program

at Bowling Green State UniversityEmery said he is a sociologist,
writer and artist. He had a display at the Toledo Art Museum
in 1997 and has had several writing pieces published.
Aside from the issue of education, which obviously affects students, another prominent issue is
discrimination.
All four candidates promote
respect for different cultures,
races, ethnic groups, religions
and sexual orientations.
Gillmor suggested that discrimination has to be dealt with
in two ways — politically (creating laws) and individually
(changing attitudes).
Darrow is a big advocate of
diversity. She said that people
must appreciate differences and
treat everyone with dignity and
respect. Kaptur agreed.
"I believe that the word
respect has to be in everyone's

vocabulary," she said.
Emery is also for human
rights.
"Prejudice and anger interfere
with thinking and intellect," he
said.
Regardless, all of the candidates agree that it is important
for college students to vote.
Emery
commented that
democratic institutions don't
work when people stay away
from the polls.
Kaptur also agreed on the
importance of voting.
"To be a citizen, you must be
more than an occupant," she
said. "You must be an activist, an
engaged citizen."
Gillmor said that everyone
should first become informed
about the issues and the candidates and then vote.
Darrow also stressed that people must not let anything stop
them from voting.
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more needs to be done. She said
we need to financially help districts with lower economy bases.
There also need to be more loans
and grants available to students,
according to Darrow.
In the District 9 race, which
pits Democrat incumbent Marcy
Kaptur against Republican candidate Edward Emery, education
is also an issue. The University is
part of District 9, which includes
all land east of Main Street,
including the University.
Kaptur agrees with the consensus that it is too difficult for
today's students to afford education.
"When I was in school in the
60s and 70s," Kaptur said, "Seventy-five percent of the cost came
from help — work study, loans,
grants — only 25 percent came
from the student. Today 75 per-
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In addition to the gas line,
McArthur said there is still a lot
to be done before the new heating plant will be online. He said
while the building itself needs to
be completed, there is also several other aspects that go into the
new plant, including connecting
a steam line, a vessel that deliv-

HOUSE

HALLOWEEN-

©

having difficulty
breaking
through it. He estimates the gas
line project will be completed
within the next two months.
"We may run into other problems depending on what we
find," he said. "Weather conditions and other events may prolong the project."
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ATHLETIC
Continued from page one.
percentage of female students
and student-athletes)," she said.
"Our planning team found
BGSU not in compliance, however that is not at all unusual, and
BGSU is definitely moving in the
right direction toward compliance," Mota said.
According to the University's
Equity in Athletics Disclosure for
1996-97, the athletic department
has taken several steps toward
gender equity. At the head of the
athletic department's list is the
addition of women's soccer as a
varsity sport. This addition
made the number of women's
and men's teams even at 11.
The University also upgraded
contracts for women's basketball, volleyball and Softball programs to full-time status. Further
down on the list are items such
as new offices for women's
coaches and additional graduate
assistantships
"to enhance
women's programs' services."
Improving support services
and coaching contracts for
women's athletics is necessary
because under the law, proportionate representation on University athletic teams will not
necessarily put a school in compliance with Title IX.
According to Mota, besides
the three pronged test, schools
are assessed for compliance in
eleven areas. These areascre:
1. Equipment and supplies.
2. Scheduling of games and
practice time.
3. Travel and per diem
allowance.
4. Tutors.
5. Coaches.
6. Locker rooms, practice and
competitive facilities.
7. Medical and training facil
ities and services.
8. Housing and dining facili
ties and services.
9. Publicity.

10. Support services.
11. Recruitment of student
athletes.
To even further complicate
Title IX law, financial aid given
to athletes of each gender is
examined to determine whether
proportionally equal amounts of
assistance are available to male
and female athletes.
The area of financial aid is
what the National Women's Law
Center based its clams of noncompliance on, according to
Neena Chaudhry, an NWLC
attorney.
"Based on that school reported data, we determined equity,"
she said. "Not all of the cases
have been resolved, and BGSU is
one of the ones that has not been
decided by the Department. The
percentage of scholarships that
go to each gender should match
participation rates for each gender."
The University was one of 25
schools named by the NWLC as
being in violation of federal law
on the 25th anniversary of the
passage of Title IX. The University of Toledo was the only other
Ohio university named in the
complaint.
In the 1996-97 school year,
61.9 percent of Falcon varsity
athletes were male, and they
received 66.5 percent of athletic
scholarship money. Meanwhile
38.1 percent of athletes were
female, and they received 33.5
percent of athletic financial aid.
Overall, men received a total
of nearly $1.6 million, with about
half as much, or $800,000,
awarded to women. Among
NCAA Division I schools, an
average of about $1 million per
school in scholarship aid was
awarded to males, while slightly
over $630,000 was given to
females.
These figures mean Bowling
Green contributes substantially
more than the averaee NCAA

Division I school to student-athlete scholarships. BG awards
about 50 percent more financial
aid than the Division I average to
males, and 30 percent more than
the Division I average to
females. These statistics were
recorded after the University's
addition of women's soccer as a
varsity sport.
The Department of Education's Office of Civil Rights is the
agency handling the NWLC
complaint, and Department officials say that the complaint
against the University would
probably be resolved by January.
The University is "making
progress" in negotiations with
the Department, according to
University
general
council
Nancy Footer.
Title IX has been controversial
on many fronts since its inception in 1972. One of the areas of
dispute has been which agency
is responsible for enforcing the
law.
Even though the Education
Department handles Title IX
complaints, the NCAA, a nongovernmental organization, has
developed a process for certifying member schools for Title IX
compliance.
As part of University efforts
to comply with Title IX, the
Intercollegiate Athletics Committee put forth a five-year plan
to improve gender equity, which
was then approved by the
NCAA. According to Mota, the
plan sets out six broad goals,
such as increasing the participation ratio of female student athletes and increasing direct monetary support for women's intercollegiate athletics.
According to University figures, in the 1996-97 school year
$3.5 million was spent on men's
athletics, while almost $1.6 million was spent on women's
sports. The remainder, or about
$2.6 million, was listed bv the

Source: NCAA Gender Equity Study. 1997. BGSU Athletic Department.

Check out www.bgnews.com for all three parts of the Athletic
Funding Series as well as additional charts and statistics.
athletic department as "Not allocated by gender."
Last year was the first year of
the University's five-year plan,
and Mota said that the objectives
for the 1997-98 school year were
successfully accomplished.
"We are well on the way
towards objectives for year two
(this year)," she said.
With females representing
57.4 percent of BGSU undergraduates, and 33.5 percent of athletes, it is clear that the University is not compliant with the first

Eesl Ol title IX. borne have taken
exception to the statistics used in
determining compliance, however.
Bob Holmes, a professor of
legal studies who also serves on
the Intercollegiate Athletics
Committee, said that measures
of gender equity are flawed
because they disregard athlete's
skill levels in favor of a pure
weighing of numbers.
"The current qualifications
compare warm bodies to warm
bodies and basically constitute a

quota system," tie said.
Flawed or not, associate professor of sociology Tim Jurkovac
noted that women's sports have
made great gains in the 26 years
since the passage of Title IX.
"Sports such as women's soccer, field hockey and basketball
have been the biggest success
stories, and women's basketball
is starting to generate revenue,"
he said.
Tod McCloskey contributed to
this revort.
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stop by the yearbook office.
28 West Hall
Hours: Mon-Thurs. 1-4

or call 372-8086

No subsiitutons Round puas onfy Limit 4 ptzzas Valid at Ihts Uffle Caesars location only
Carryoul only Sorry no rain checks

BGSU Football vs. Marshall
This Saturday @ 12:00 p.m. in
Doyt Perry Stadium
^ • Come Early and Tailgate

■mM

All students admitted free
~ witn valid BGSU ID.
1
• Game Sponsors: Alltell
A
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Sports /t

Tod McCloskey
Sports Editor
The BG News
372-2602
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Polls do not
mean a thing to
players, coaches
Jusl to forewarn you, the MidAmerican Conference Media
men's and women's baseklball
polb are coming out this week.
I can't stop you from glancing
' at them but I'm asking a big
favor. Please do not take them as
: Bible because they are predic' tions and predictions only. You
know, opinions of the writers as
to where they think teams will
finish in terms of the MAC
standings.
As the athletesand coaches
know, it is TOO EARLY for anyone to judge the teams as to
where they will finish, especially
weeks before the season begins.
It is also unfair for people to
judge team finishes based on
LAST YEAR. In the women's
case, either Kent or Toledo will
be picked to win the MAC title
based on the fact that Kent won
the MAC tournament last year
and Toledo the previous three.
This may seem accurate, considering the essence that most of the
other teams have coaches in their
first or second seasons, but you
jusl never know.

Falcons
regroup
nicely
□ The Falcon football
win over Kent has
more meaning than
just another MAC
victory.
By TOD McCLOSKEY
The BG News
There is life after Toledo.
That's the slogan Bowling
Green coach Gary Blackney is
using for his team. The Falcons,
who are coming off a dominating
42-21 win over Kent, had lost to
the rival Rockets the previous
week 24-16.
Over the past two years, a BG
win after a Toledo loss has been
rare. The Falcons have posted a
1-7 record following a loss to the
Rockets at that time.
Blackney believes his team
has gone through two mental
factors after the Toledo loss,
which BG has experienced the
past four years.
"Usually over the past couple
of years, if we've lost to Toledo
we've had a very difficult time in
regrouping," he said. "And I felt
that it was very important for us

BG Newi Photo/SCOTT FAUBER
BG quarterback Bob Niemef (12) lines over center Doug Dorley (60) and the rest of the offensive line during a drive against the
Golden Flashes in a 42-21 win Saturday. The win proved the Falcons have confidence remaining following the Toledo loss.
to do that. So there's two factors
here; one was in losing to Toledo
making sure that we kept the
team together and that we realized there was life after Toledo."
The Falcons are in third place
in the Mid-American Conference
east division at 2-2 and are 2-5
overall. Miami and Marshall are
the only teams ahead of the Falcons in the division. BG plays
Marshall Saturday at Doyt Perry

-l The Falcon Ruggers
won against Michigan
State in their final
showing before the
championship games.

In my personal opinion, there
shouldn't even be polls. They are
pretty much worthless other
than to take up space in the
newspaper and to give readers a
nice graphic to read.

By JOE FINNELL
Special to The BG News
The Bowling Green rugby
team won three matches in its
final tune-up before this week's
first round of national championship play.

Only in college football do
they matter a great deal. Even
then, I bet there are some coaches and players who hate them.
Just before my interview with
Joe Patemo earlier this season, I
was warned not to ask him about
the polls (not that I planned on
that anyway). Paterno has every
reason to hale them. Perm State
team was denied a national
championship in 1994 because
the WRITERS and COACHES
not the PLAYERS determined the
national champion in Nebraska.
X-

You just don't know until the
games are played. After all,
championships are won on the
field or hardwood just like they
have always been, right?

The Falcon ruggers dumped
Michigan Stale by scores of 40-0
and 10-0. BG also edged Kent 50.
BG finishes the regular season
with a 28-2 overall record. The
Falcons ended the season with a
12-0 league record, as well as
posting a 10-1 record against
MAC schools and 6-1 record
against Big Ten opponents.

Photo Provided
Flanker Ron Humphrey snags a lineout ball in BG's 40-0 victory
over Michigan State.

"The last two years at this
time, we've had a complete
reversal of our season," Blackney said. "We've gone on to lose
five games in a row, which is
devastating. That was a trend we
had to set out to reverse."
In '97 BG was 3-2 in the MAC
before losing to the Rockets. The
Falcons went on to finish 3-5 in
the MAC and 3-8 overall. But the
win against Kent may not be the
measuring stick the Falcons
should use to show improve-

ments.
The Falcons rushed straight
through a Golden Flash defense
that is the nation's worst in rushing. Kent had given up an average of 294.1 rushing yards a
game and BG piled up 424.
In '96, after a 24-16 loss to
Toledo, BG beat Kent, but then
lost its last five games. The Falcons finished the season 3-5 in
the MAC and 4-7 overall.

The Falcons will be hosting
the first round of the National
Collegiate Rugby Championship
this Saturday. BG plays Southern
Illinois at noon, while Northern
Illinois plays Purdue on the second field.

"We've been hit
with a lot of
nagging injuries in
the backfield. There
was some concern
as to how our
cobbled together
backline would
perform.''
Roger Mazarella
ru$y coacb

Saturday's winners will then
play off at 1 p.m. on Sunday to
earn the right to advance to the
second round being held in
Champaign, 111. the following
weekend.
Despite the blowout score, the
Falcons entered the match
against the Spartans with some
question marks.
"We've been hit with a lot of
nagging injuries in the backfield," coach Roger Mazarella
said. "There was some concern
as to how our cobbled together
backline would perform."
Fullback Jim Bollinger led the
backfield setting up three tries

and scoring two. Both of
Bollinger s scores came on a pair
of 75-yard dashes that exposed
the Michigan State's weakness of
tackling.
"Bollinger plays tough both
ways and that is despite the fact
that he has played the entire season as a walking bruise," Mazzarella said.
Wings Theo Wirtz and Tun
Rieger added to the damage
with two more first half tries and
center Jamie Weisent and flanker
Steve Culpepper padded the
lead in the second half with
another pair. Fly half Corey
Ward's five conversions finished
off the Spartans.
In the second match, Culpepper and flanker Ron Humphrey
scored solo tries as the Falcons
edged the Spartans 10-3.
Against Kent, BG won two of
the three matches. The Falcons'
second win came with a controversial call that was reversed in
BG's favor. Referee Matt Croyle
took away a Golden Flash try on
the call. Scrum half Vince Rosetta scored in the 5-0 victory.

Falcon runners pick good time to reach peak
J The Falcons reserved
their best times in the
final meet of the year
at the EMU Invite.
BY KEVIN GUTEKUNST
Tfie BG News

G. Micharl Graham is the
Assistant Sports Editor of the BG
News lie can be reached at
g»rymg9bgnel.bgsu.edu or 3722602.

"We hope the game is an indication of what the rest of the season is going to be like," sophomore right guard Eric Curl said.
"We are coming together as a
team."
Finishing out the season with
wins is important to the program, according to Blackney. The
win over Kent has created confidence — something the team has
lacked the past two years.

Ruggers pound MSU;
ready for playoff run

The most common question at
the MAC media day was,
"Where do you think you'll finish in terms of the MAC?" The
coaches and players were reluctant to answer at all. The bottom
line is: Coaches and players generally don't care how the polls
rate them, especially in the preseason. Some would go as far as
saying something such as, "It
doesn't matter what's written on
paper. We just have to prove ourselves on the court." That alone
has me convinced not to ask such
a monotonous question.

Besides, it is obvious thai
most polls are wrong from the
start In 19%, BC.'s men's baseklball Irani HTM picked to finish
fifth in the MAC behind Ball
Slate, Eastern Michigan, Miami
and Western Michigan. They
were wrong in a big way. When
the poll came out, no one knew
thai Antonio Daniels would have
I sensational season and lead BG
to a regular season Co-MAC
Championship and an NIT bid.

Stadium.

In the sport of cross country, it
is especially important to peak at
the right time, which is usually at
the end of the season
The Bowling Green cross

country team has done just that.
This weekend, in a meet that
was not even scored, a Falcon
team composed mostly of
reserves ran their best times of
the year.
For most, this would be their
last meet of the year unless they
ran a time strong enough to earn
them a spot on the squad that
will compete this weekend at the
Mid-American
Conference
championship.
In the end, freshman Rob
Glatz and senior co-captain Pat
Carney earned the final two

"We are healthy now. Hopefully we are
ready to put together out best effort at the
right time."
Sterling Martin
cross country coacb

spots for the MAC meat
Glatz led the tight BG pack
while finishing 14th and running
a time of 27:07.
Carney was not far behind in.
18th
and freshman Austin
Chapin finished 21st.
Even though there was no

official scoring, men's cross
country coach Sterling Martin
was quite satisfied with how the
team ran.
"It was a great racing opportunity for all," Martin said. "Rob,
Pat and Austin (Chapin) all ran
exceptionally well. I was very

proud of each one's effort. Judging by their efforts I would have
taken all three to the MAC
Championships, but I could only
take two, so Pat and Rob got the
nod."
Also important to note is that
the weekend off provided the ailing runners with a chance to get
well, so the Falcons are now in
full strength.
"We are healthy now," Martin
said. "Hopefully we are ready to
put together our best effort at the
right time."

The BG News
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OSU tailback finally
comes into limelight
J Perseverance pays
off for the Buckeyes'
comeback tailback Joe
Montgomery.
The Associated Press
■

COLUMBUS — Ohio Slate
tailback Joe Montgomery is animated as he tells a small story
that speaks volumes about his
background and his approach to
problems.
It's funny, he said to a circle of
sports writers, as a way of prefacing the story. But it's not all
that funny, since it deals with an
armed carjacking on one of his
trips home to suburban Chicago.
"I'm sitting at the light. 'Give
me your car!"' Montgomery
said.
He said he cursed under his
breath, then looked up at the
man threatening his life, gripping a gun. Montgomery recognized him as an acquaintance
from Robbins, his old neighborhood on the city's south side.
"I look up and said, 'Mark,
what are you doing?"' Montgomery said. "He said, 'Joe?'"
The confused carjacker paused a
moment before realizing who his
victim was and then said, '"You
want to get me some tickets?"'
Montgomery laughs loud and
hard. The reporters laugh too,
but it's an uneasy laugh.
Putting a positive spin on a
negative experience is a ritual of
Montgomery's as he meets the
media during weekly interview
sessions.
Reporters love him because of
his blunt and colorful talk. Other

players are cautious about how
they talk about opponents, about
the season, about the top-ranked
Buckeyes' play.
Montgomery,
however,
speaks his mind and speaks in
rough platitudes about his struggle up from the mean streets and
through a series of setbacks at
Ohio State.
Now the 5-foot-H, 216-pound
senior, coming off a 100-yard
rushing day in last week's victory over Northwestern, is on top
of the world. His team is No. 1,
he's getting plenty of carries and
attention and a lot of his troubles
are in the rearview mirror.
In a manner of speaking, the
carjackers all have familiar faces.
"I've had a real challenging
college career," Montgomery
said.
He was one of the top recruits
in the country when he came to
Ohio State in the fall of 1994.
Things were easy for him; he had
only played football for three
seasons in school and was selected to several prep All-American
teams.
But after a few days on campus, he was notified that his high
school academic record had not
been cleared by the NCAA and
he was declared a Prop 48 casualty.
"It was a disgrace to my family, my community and my high
school," Montgomery said. "For
a kid who didn't do anything but
take a course that his high school
told him that he could take."
But that wasn't the end of his
trials.
"They take my scholarship
away. My mother had a mild
heart attack. My father gets laid

off. Five friends get killed and
then, on top of that, I'm away
from home for the first time in
my life," he said.
Of course, Montgomery saw
all of that as a test.
"God doesn't put no more on
you than you can handle," he
said. "He doesn't challenge the
weak."
Montgomery sat out that year,
and then redshirted the next,
steeling himself for what was
ahead. He made himself
stronger, faster, thinner. Just past
the midpoint of the 1996 season,
Montgomery was challenging
Pepe Pearson for the starting job
with the unbeaten and No. 2ranked Buckeyes.
But he was injured in a game
against Minnesota and had to
undergo major reconstructive
knee surgery the next day. Again
he went to the sidelines.
"I've got three screws and a
washer in my knee that are going
to be there constantly for the rest
of my life," he said.
Montgomery spent last year
as a bit player, filling in at tailback and gaining 105 yards for
the season while he continued to
recover. He said he was almost
as good as before, but was lying
to himself.
"When I looked at myself in
the mirror, I knew I wasn't
ready," he said.
After rehab work, he came in
to prove something to everyone
but himself this season. He says
he runs "as if you're trying to
take food from my family." He
conjures up a weekly "Buckeye
Poll" to motivate himself which
features the upcoming opponent
as a unanimous No. 1.

THE
CITY OF BOWLING GREEN
WISHES TO REMIND MOTORISTS OF THE REGULATIONS PROHIBITING

Associated Press Photo
Ohio state tailback Joe Montgomery rushed for 100 yards in the win against Northwestern. Last
year he gained 105 yards for the entire season. This year the Buckeyes are undefeated at 7-0.

Is your costume ready?

PARKING ON CERTAIN STREETS DURING SNOW, ICE, OR SLEET CONDITIONS
The regulations prohibit parking on the designated streets (including all cul-de-sacs) during
"Snow Emergencies." A "Snow Emergency* can be declared if snow, ice; or sleet is forecast, and
in any case will automatucally become effective without a declaration when the snow depth reaches
two inches (2").
When a Snow Emergency is declared the news media will be advised. The declaration will
contain the effective time of the emergency. If snow reaches a depth of two inches without a Snow
Emergency having been declared, the police desk will be able to advise the official time at which
snow reached the two inch depth.
If a Snow Emergency becomes effective between 7:00 a.m. and 9:00 p.m., motorists have
two hours in which to remove their vehicles from the designated streets.
If the Snow Emergency becomes effective between 9:00 p.m. and 7:00 a.m., motorists have
until 9:00 a.m. to remove their vehicles from the designated streets
Vehicles remaining on the designated streets in violation of the regulations are subject to
being towed at owner expense.
If a particulary bad storm is forecast, additional streets may be designated in the declaration of
emergency. If this should happen, every effort will be made to notify the news media and to post
temporary "NO PARKING" signs.
The designated streets are called "SNOW STREETS" and are printed below. "SNOW STREET"
signs have been erected on snow streets. It is pointed out, however, that the absence of signs will
not relieve motorists of responsibility for improper parking.
Although the city will make every effort to inform the public of the existence of probable
development of weather conditions requiring removal of motor vehicles from snow streets, motorists
are still responsable for determining probable or existing weather conditions and removing their
vehicles if required by the regulations.
FOLLOWING IS A LIST OF SNOW STREETS:
NORTH-SOUTH STREETS
Wintergarden Road - Sand Ridge Road to West
Brim Road - West Poe Road to Bishop Road
Poe Road within the corporation limits
within corporation limits
FA^T.WFdT <?TnFFT<?
Campbell Hill Road - From East Wooster Street
Bishop Road - North Street to Brim Road
southerly within corporation limits
Clay Street - North Main Street to North Grove Street
Church Street - Sand Ridge Road to Clay Street
Clough Street - South Main Street to eastern terminus
Dunbridge Road - East Poe Road to Route 6
m Stadium View Apartment Complex
Fairview Avenue - Conneaut Avenue to Van
Conneaut Avenue - North Grove Street to Mitchel Road
Camp Road
Court Street - North Grove Street to Thurstin Avenue
Haskins Road - West Wooster Street to northern Gypsy Lane Road - Rudolph Road to Dunbridge Road
corporation limits
Industrial Parkway - Entire Length
North Grove Street - West Wooster Street to
Lehman Avenue - Entire Length
West Poe Road
Merry Avenue - Thurstin Avenue to Mercer Road
Klotz Road - Napoleon Road to Gypsy Lane Road Napoleon Road - Kenwood Avenue to CXinbridge Road
Lafayette Boulevard - Entire length
Parker Avenue - Haskms Road to Wood County
Larchwood Drive - Entire length
Hospital
Main Street - North corporation limits to Route 6
Pearl Street - South Main Street to West Wooster Street
interchange, except that parking is permitted at
Poe Road - Mitchel Road to Dunbndge Road
parking meters during the hours ot parking
Research Drive - Entire Length
meter operation unless specifically prohibited in
Ridge Street - North Mam Street to North College Drive
a Declaration of Emergency
Sand Ridge Road - South Main Street to Wintergarden
Manville Avenue - East Wooster Street to
Road
Napoleon 9oad
Sheffield Drive - Stonegate Boubvard to Wintergarden
Martlndale Road - Pearl Street to Melrose Street
Road
Mercer Road - East Poe Road to Hyduke ditch
Van Camp Road - North Main Street to Brim Road
Wallace Avenue - North Grove Street to Haskms Road
North Collage Drive - Ridge St. to Newton Dr.
Prospect Street - Napoleon Rd. to East Poe Rd. Wooster Street - Western corporation imits to
Dunbridge Road except fhatpariung is permitted at
South College Drive - East Wooster Street
paiking meters during the hours of parking meter
to Napoleon Road
operatin n the 100 block of East Wooster Street and
South Summit Street - East Wooster Street to
the 100 bl ock of West Wooster Street unless
Napoleon Road
speelicaly prohibited n a Declaraton of Snow
Stonegate Boulevard- West Wooster Street to
Emergency.
Sheffield Drive
Wren Road - Entire Length
Thurstin Avenue - East Wooster Street to
East Poe Road
CUL-DE-SACS AT THE ENDS OF THE
Cobblestone Lane
Arlington Court
Country Club Drive
Boone Court
Brownwood Court Devonshire Street
Brownwood Drive Dogwood Court
Erie Court
Carol Road
Ferndale Avenue
Charles Street
Hamilton
Court
Cherry Hill Drive
Hickory Court
Clark Street
John Court

'

FOLLOWING:
Keil Court
Madison Court
Melrose Court
Monroe Court
Oakwood Court
Partridge Lane
Plcardie Court
Ranch Court
Rosewood Court

Thur, Fri, Sat
We've Changed!
♦ New Scene
♦ New Music
♦ New Format
♦ New Low Prices
25$ Drafts
$1 Drinks
$1.50 Pitchers
$1 Natty Bottles

WHY PAY COVER?
Over 21, None
Under 21, Just a buck!

Sawgrass Court
Sunrise Drive
Tamarac Lane
Touralne Avenue
Turnberry Court
Vale Court
Valleyview Drive
Van Buren Court
Warbler Court

Thursday Nite Jello-Shot Promo
K

sjWine
J_

m

compiled from wire sources

■UNlVERSITYeaTa¥a¥a¥i
BG Women's soccer
losses to Detroit 6-4
DETROIT — The Detroit
Titans scored three goals in a row
to come from behind and beat
the BG women's soccer team 6-4
Tuesday.
The Falcons' Tracy Gleixner
scored three goals in the first half
to help the Falcons go into the
the half tied 3-3.
Early in the second half,
Autumn Harris scored to give
the Falcons a brief lead.
Gwen Kilfoy scored four of
Detroit's goals.

uK\\\.mmmm—mm—mm
Counselman looks to
evict Penguins
PITTSBURGH — City council
president Jim Ferlo wants the
Pittsburgh

Penguins

evicted

from the Civic Arena until they
pay their overdue tax bill.

STANDINGS

TRANSACTIONS
BASEBALL
American League
CLEVELAND INDIANS—Named Phil
Regan pitching coach Announced that Mark
Wiley, pitching coach, will be reassigned
OAKLAND ATHLETICS—Declined to
exercise their 1999 option on 3B Ed Sprague
TEXAS RAhK^ERS-Exerciaed their 1999
option on OF |uan Gonzalez.
TORONTO BLUE JAYS—Agreed to terms
with INF Craig Grebeck.
Nabonal League
COLORADO ROCKIES—Promoted Tom
Probst from assistant athletic trainer to athletic
trainer.
MONTREAL EXPOS—Signed Jim Beame,
general manager, and BUI Stoneman. vice president o* baseball operations, to three-year contracts Named Fred Ferreira vice presidentdirector of international operations and signed
him to a four-year contract.
NEW YORK METS—Signed INF Luis
Lopez to a two-year contract.
FOOTBALL
Nabonal Football League
ARIZONA CARDINA1S—Signed DLJomo
Cousins from the practice squad Waived CB

National Football Li-ague
AMERICAN CONFERENCE

Drll McGcc. Signed DL Mike Motrn to the
practice squad

NEW YORK JETS—Signed LB Rob Holmberg Placed LB Craig Powell on injured
reserve.
HOCKEY

Buffalo
New England

National Hockey League

NY Jets

BOSTON BRUINS—Recalled C Marquis

Indianapolis

Malhleu, LW Jay Henderson and D Dennis
Vaske from Providence of the AHL

CLEVELAND — The Cleveland Indians, who have routinely
sold out home games since moving to Jacobs Field in 1994, raised
1999 ticket prices an average of
10 percent on Tuesday.
The most expensive seats, in
field level boxes, will increase
from $26 to $30, upper box seats
go from $17 to $18 and bleacher
seats go from $12 to $14.
Prices are unchanged for $6
upper reserved general admis-

The Associated Press
NEW YORK — Lawrence Taylor is back in drug rehabilitation,
hoping to avoid prison and protect his standing for the Pro Football Hall of Fame after another
arrest on cocaine charges.
Taylor, a star linebacker with
the New York Giants from 198193, returned to a rehab center in
the New York area on Monday
and is expected to be there for 30
to 60 days.
That would bring him close to
the deadline for nominations for
this year's Hall of Fame class.
Taylor becomes eligible in 1999.
"The fact he's going into rehab

shows he is trying to do something beneficial for himself," said
his lawyer, Thomas Melani. "It's
a two-pronged effort, the main
thrust being with all the publicity and stress he can get some
reinforcement.
"He's eligible for the Hall of
Fame, which is the next big step
for him, and he is trying to get
over this latest hurdle and to
make sure it does not affect his
eligibility."
The 39-year-old retired linebacker was arrested last week in
Florida on crack-cocaine charges
for the second time in three
years. He contends he was set up
by police in this latest case, and
Melani said Taylor passed a
polygraph test on Saturday.
Melani said the former New
York Giants star could face
prison time if he didn't seek
immediate drug counseling. This
arrest could violate a plea agree-
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OHK) DOMINICAN—Named Greg Morland men's basketball coach.
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Tuesday's Games
Los Angeles at N Y Islanders, inc
Buffalo at NY Rangers, inc.
St Louis at Philadelphia, inc
Vancouver at Nashville, inc.

i When building a campfire,
clear a 5-foot area around
the pit down to the soil.
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Monday's Games
Pittsburgh 2, Toronto 0
Phoenix 5, Colorado 1
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Central

ment he made last year after Taylor pleaded guilty to filing a false
federal income tax return for not
including $48,000 in income from
a now-closed restaurant near
Giants Stadium.
"With the legalities of him
awaiting sentencing on the federal situation with the Internal
Revenue Service, his arrest could
be considered a violation of his
probation," Melani said. "The
fact he is going into rehab shows
he is trying to do something beneficial for himself."
The maximum penalty facing
Taylor was three years in prison
and a $250,000 fine, but he was
expected to receive probation
because he cooperated with federal prosecutors.
"The only way to fight it is not
to do it," Taylor said in 1996.
"You may stay clean for 30 years,
but you're still close to it and will
always be an addict."

Pts

Central Division
Detroit
Chicago
St. Louis
Nashville

NATIONAL CONFERENCE

sion and standing room.
The Indians will announce
plans soon for public ticket sales
and will announce their 1999
schedule next week.
Clevland also named Phil
Reagan their pitching coach
Tuesday.
Reagan replaces Mark Wiley
after having been the Chicago
Cubs pitching coach for the past
two seasons.

Northeast Division

Southeast Division
Washington
Tampa Bay
Florida
Carolina

Shuttleworth youth hockey coordinator
COLLEGE
NOVA SOUTHEASTERN—Announced
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Indians increase ticket prices
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Taylor lands in rehab

□ The former NFL Allpro hopes to avoid jail
time through
rehabilitation.
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Find It In
The BG News!

REMEMBER, ONLY YOU CAN
PREVENT FOREST FIRES.

«
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B&B
Truck and Auto Repair
10% Discount
v.

Student ID

•Oil Change $19.99*
'most vehicles
• Low Shop Rates
• Engine Service
• Transmission Work
• Brakes
13040 Bishop Rd.
B&B
Bowling Green. OH
353-2526
•hkaa
Free Towing if we ltd
do the job!

Watch BG 24 News!

rWeekdays at
5:30. 10:30, and 7 30am
on cable channel 24.

D^iaKH

BGSU

HAIR NAILS TANNING

352-6459
•••*•••••*
I Keep your Summer ten all year |

10 Visits- $30.00
18 Visits- only $40.00
25 Visits - only $50.00

"The 6est design team in BG"
Located at corner of
Ridge & Thurstin

See what's happening in the
campus and surrounding
community on Bowling Green's
only live television news source!

Go Falcons!

Questions/Story Ideas: 373.2997

840 S. Main ■

'^li/

Gen's Hallmark

S

Apartment living NOT
what you expected?
• call now for Spring and Summer leasing
• utilities included
• space available immediately
• no rent payments during school breaks
• semester leases
• close to campus
• on-site laundry facility

Call Newman Housing
for details on hassle-free living!

354-2191

10am - 9pm Mon - Sat
12 Noon - 5pm Sun

Happy Anniversary Amy!
I love you so much
more with every
day that passes.
Love Always,
Chris

19th Annual ^
Halloween Bash
-*
at
Uptown/Downtown
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Saturday
October 5L1998
$250 1 sf Prize - Best Costume j
$100 2nd Prize • $50 3rd Prize i
Prizes for 10 Runner-UPS
1st 500 People Receive a Free Mug
udfiinfi at 12:30 A.M

,

Paid for by the Wood Courtly Damocratlc Party. Allan H BaMwIn. Chair / P.O. Boi 707, Bowling Orson. OH 43402-0707 (Tel : 419-352-52M)
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372-6977

The BG News
PERSONALS
AGD'AGO'AGD
Good luck this weekend to Stephanie Berry,
Meghan Mclaughlin, and Colleen Speno
at Emerging Leaders.
AGD'AGD'AGD

OPEN HOUSE 'WELLNESS CONNECTION
Come see the WeHness Connecson during our
open house on Thurs. Oct. 29 from 3:00 p.m. 5:30 p.m. in Room 170 Health Center
Refreshments will be served.
See you there'
Guesoons?Call 372-WELL (9355)
OPEN HOUSE * WELLNESS CONNECTION

T*e BG New* will nr* know**I, anepi •docnuraaeMi
AM dUcreWnMC or Mcoaraft UMCTMHWOCM ftgaM
My mhMdiul of jrc_p « *c km* of no, sea. color,
creed, relijwi. wauowl an$m. KIU_ onenuiK*. du
MHkiy. MIUI H a veimn. o* OA tt* buu o( any otter

AGD'AGD*AGD
Congratulations to Jackie Kraim
at being selected as a team leader
for emerging leaders! Good luck
this weekend!
AGD * AGD'AGD

CAMPUS EVENTS

AGD' KA * AGD' KA
The sisters of Alpha Gamma Delta would tike
lo thank the Kappa Alpha's for the Sweetest
Day serenading. That was so sweet"
AGD' KA * AGD " KA

HAaOWEENACTIvrTCS TONIGHT
6-8pm
Including RwtMMnc* Hail
Trick or Trtaimg and moral

Ba a laadari Ba a heipari Ba a frlandi
Baa RESIDENT ADVISOR"!
It't a graal way k> maat new people, gain pracocal tkMt, & have tun In (ha procaaa.
Application* will be given out at the following Information aeaalona:
Sun, Nov. i Ha/ahman Community Rm
8.00pm
Mon , Nov. 2 Prout 1 at floor Lounge 4:00pm
Tua.. Nov. 3 Kretacner g o'clock dining room,
030pm
Wad.Nov.4 115 Education BkJg 8:00pm
Thur.. Nov 5 Mac Countryside Rm 9:30pm
CLUB BASEBALL TRYOUTS
NOV. 74 8
NOON O FIELD HOUSE
Coma aaa why deejays aren't allowed on television. WFAL'a Hallowa«n Costume Contest
from noon » one this Thursday. Oct. 29. m
front of the Union. You can win a stereo tor
looking freaky! WFAL 680am Cable 20. Music
Evolution.
Criminal Justice Organization
W*d..0cl.2a-9:15103BA
Student Memship Panel
FREE PIZZA)
GkM freaky with deejays1
WFAL Costume Contest from noon to one
in front of tie Union this Thursday
Bes i costumes wm prizea
including a personal stereo'
IT'S HERE
ITS HERE
ITS HERE
The 1998 Key Yearbook is her*
H you pre-oroered a book or would like K> purchase one now, come to 28 West Hall (basement). Office hours are t-4 M-Tn or can
372-8086.

OPEN HOUSE ' WELLNESS CONNECTION
Come see the Wellness Connection during our
open house on Thurs. Oct. 29 from 3 00 p m •
5:30 p.m in Room 170 Health Center
Refreshments will be served.
See you therel
Questions?Call 372-WELL (9356)
OPEN HOUSE ' WELLNESS CONNECTION
WFAL's Halloween Costume Contest
Thursday. October 29 in front of the Union
Noon to one
Dress your best to win cool prizes.
WINASTEREOII
Com* out dressed m your best tor WFAL'a Halloween Coasjme Contest. The bast costume
wins a stereo and there are many other prizes
to be given away! ft al happens Thureday. October 29 from 12-1 in front of the Union.

BGSU DANCE TEAM • BGSU DANCE TEAM
What are you doing for parent's weekend?
Come support the Dance Team and buy a parent's day football ticket in the Union Foyer. All
this week) Donations welcome.
BGSU DANCE TEAM * BGSU DANCE TEAM
Campus World Travel. Spring Break Travel'
Panama City Sl99/week. Cancun $349/air
included. Jamaica $4S9/air included Call
352-7889
CRUELTY-FREE Health & Beauty ads. Can
dies. Crystals, Incense. Books. Music and
more! At ALTERNATIVES. 131 W Wooster m
BGI Home of the WITCHES' BALL' Call
352-7333 for into!
Friday's and Saturday's
at KAMIKAZE'S
80s and 90s dance
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE BY 3PM IN 130
PERRY FIELD HOUSE: OCT 28-M A W SINGLES RACOUETBALL; NOV 3-CO-REC
WALLYBALL
IT'S HERE
IT'S HERE
ITS HERE
The 1998 Key Yearbook is her*.
If you are-ordered a book or would hke to purchase one now. come to 28 West Hall (basement). Office hours are 1-4 M-Th or call
372-8066.
KAKAKAKAKA
The brothers of Kappa Alpha would like to recognize Kyle OTJetl, Mike Sidebotham, and Rob
Thompson as Brothers of the Week
KA KA KA KA KA
Kappa Delta
Congratulations to GabneHe
Etesse tor receiving the Kappa
Delta cheer beart
Kappa Deta
Kappa Delta ' Dance Marathon
Congratulations to Gabnetle Etesse
lor being selected tor the
Family Relations Committee.
ThonOn!
Kappa Delta * Dance Marathon
KD*ASP*KD
Thanks to th* brothers of
Alpha Sigma Phi for the
lovely serenade!
KD * ASP * KD

Make your own \M« A wine
Black Swamp Bootleggers
has everything you need
We also have
Premium cigars, punch
macanuoo. don Cuba no
and more
344 S. Mam St "353-7126

PI PHI' PI PHI' PI PHI
Th* sisters of Pi Beta Phi
would lik* to thank
Sigma Alpha Epsilon for
a fun tea last week'
Thanks guys
PI PHI * PI PHI' PI PHI
PSYCHIC Readings 6 Astrology Also goods
lor Hoalrh-Conscious. Pagan. Wiccan & other
Alternative living. ALTERNATIVES. 131 W
Wooster St. here m BG 352-7333.
TEACH UNIV. 100!
Undergraduate students are needed to teach
the Freshman Success course for the fall of
1999. Each undergraduate Peer Facilitator
recerves 2 academic credits. Applications are
available outside of room 406 Moseley and are
due by 11/2 Call 2-9646 with any quesitons
Thursdays at KAMIKAZE'S
Dtrners from 7-9 pm
Dollar pitchers al night long
Tuesday's at KAMIKAZE'S
swing coming....
Uptown has changed. New music format. New
low prices. Thurs.. Fn„ Sat.. $25 draft, fi
mixed drinks. Si SO pitchers A $1.00 Natty Bottles. No cover of ag* After 11 00, $1 00 under
USMC OFFICER PROGRAMS
CoUege Students-All Majors
Summer internship at Officer Candidate
School-NO school year requirements.
Now accepting applications
Call 1-800-892-7318.
We're ready to be loving parents Eager to
adopt a baby. Our family can give a child a lifetime of happiness, security and most mportantty. love. Cal 1-800-637-7999 anytime Diana
and Tom.
Wednesday's at KAMIKAZE S
Karaoke with Rich Michel s
Irom 10-2
WITCH STORE?? Well, yes Tarot. Crystals.
Incense, Oils. Candles, Books, and other items
for your mind and body ALTERNATIVES. 131
W. Wooster St, 352-7333

KD * ZBT"KD
Congratulations to Alicia,
Mindy. and Christy Norberg
for placing i si m the golf
scramble! Thanks also to
our ZBT "caddies" for al their
help I You're (he best I
KD 'ZBT'KD

WANTED
2 subleasera needed tor spring semester. 2
bdrm , i 1/2 bath turn. apt. $S20/mo. Contact
Greg or Ken at 3S3-2355.
Couple w 401b. dog seeking an apt. or house
mi yard. Can afford $500/monrh or less. Call
Karyn or JuSPn <& 353-5266
Female needed tor 2 bdrm. house $200/mo.
Call 353-4107
Looking lor female roomaie. Spacious 2 bdrm
apt. Close to campus. Please call 354-4435.
SUB LEASER NEEDED Spring semester tor
spacious 1 bedroom apt. 1340/mo. plus utilities. Call 353 6389.

PhlMu'PNMu'PhlMu
Congrats to the cabinet member of the
week, Jennie Dorko! We love you'
Phi Mu * PN Mua Phi Mu
Phi Mu * Phi Mu * Phi Mu
Congrats to Aileen on her 4th place Brush in He
IM cross country me«ll We are very proud of
you"
Phi Mu a Phi Mu - Phi Mu

WITCHESS BALL WITCHES-S BALL
Big costume party in the big basement of
AlternatlveeCostume contests Preview of
Alternatives coming Vegetarian Restaurant!
Drum circle-bring rhythm instruments if ya got
'em. Mm psychic readings. Did we mention
great tood? Tickets of 2 50 at Alternatives-is i W. Wooster 352-7333 or 3 00 at the
doorlets you in on Oct. 3lst for aU this from
9pm 'III the wee hours!

HELP WANTED
$1500 weekly potential mailing our circulars
For into call 203-319-2602.
ACTIVIST
Oh* Citizen is seeking energetic, goal onenied
campaign staff ID help stop corporate greed.
Jo«i our team in the political tight Applicants
must have a positive attitude, good communciation skills and a genuine concern lor environmental and consumer issues. Some college
helpful. 1:30-10pm. M-F. $325 450/wk Will
train, benefits, adv. (419) 86& 9093
ASSE MBLEFtS: E xcellent income
to assemble products at horn*.
Info 1-5-4-646 1700 DEPT OH-62S5
Babysitter needed Men's. 7:30am 5:30pm in
our home Non-smoker, good ret. willing to
transport children to events. 3 boys ages 5. 3,
. 5 mo. 419-661 -9139.
BLAKELY CARE CENTER has a part-time re
i*l cook position available l-7:30pm shift, and
a part-time dietary aid* position open
4-7.30pm shift Must be willing to rotate weekends Hourly attendance bonus. 90 day wage
increase, and annual wag* increase offered
Please apply in person Sam 2pm, Blake ly Care
Center, 600 Sterling Dr., North Baltimore. OH
45872.
FREE CD HOLDERS. T-SHIRTS
PREPAID PHONE CARDS
EARN $1000 PART-TIME
ON CAMPUS JUST CALL
1-800-932 0526X64

Horse stable help wanted pan-time. MUST
have pnor horse experience. 10 miles from BG.
353 2619 Leave a message'or Peggy.
IMMEDIATE NEED FOR EXPERIENCED
PAINTER PART-TIME TEMPORARV.Extenor
& interior. Contact Tom at Veda Horn* Company 354-S020.

Local Goodwill store looking to hire FT and PT
Hoad Cashier with prior cashier experience
and supervisory experience preferred; FT
Household Sorter; and PT person ID do light
duty janitorial and loading/unloading trucks.
Competitive wages, thorough training and
benefits available. Stop in today and see Lisa
a; 1058 N. Mam Si. Bowling Green. QH EOS.
Local manufacturer has immediate openings
for dependable, hard working individuals. Apply between 8am-3pm. 20584 Long Judson
Rd.Wesion.OH.

MAKE EASY MONEY! GO ON SPRING
BREAK FOR FREE! USA Spring Break offers
Cancun. Bahamas. Jamaica and Fkonda packages and is currently accepting applications for
campus sales representatives. Call
1 888-SPRING-BREAK

RETAIL- Management positions available at
local Goodwill store. Retail experience with supervisory experience a must. We offer competitive wages and benefit options. Must be able to
work flexible hours, including nights, weekends, and holidays. Send resume to Goodwill
Industries of Northwest Ohio, Inc.. P.O. Box
336, Toledo. OH. 43697, ATTN Rebecca Hilton EOE
Spring Break "99-SeH trips, earn cash. 6 go
fr**iM Student Travel Service* is now hiring
campus reps/group organizers. Lowest rates
to Jamaica. Mexico, A Florida. Call
1-800-64 8-4849

Telephone miervtewing part-time. No selling.
Some days, mostly eves, and wknds. In Perrysburg. Flexible scheduling. Relaxed atmospnere Starting $5 50 minimum. 419-674-5842.
VaraffyBooka.com
seeks student managers to direct on-campus
operations tor rapidly growing e-commerce
business. This paid part-bm* position is ideal
for innovative, highly motivated, exceptionally
bright go-getters who want to prove experience
isn't everything. Call 202-2586046 for more
into.

FOR SALE
10- 250 watt floor subwoofer $200 080
2 3 way stereo speakers $150 OBO
Can 353-2168 for details

"99-00 S.Y . 2nd sem. Lease 99
Houses and Apts.
Listing Avail 316 E Merry #3
Can mail listings
Please call 353-0325
1 bedroom apt. avail for rent Starting spring
semester. $325Vmo. utilities included. Call
immediately lor details 354-0316.
i fm sbl. needed for beautiful 3 bdm. home on
E. Wooster. Immediately or spring sem
353-9271 Steph H.
2 BDRM fum apt dose to campus
Includes utilities, grad students
welcome 353-5074.
2 bdrm. apt. 2 lull baths, 1-4 sublsrs.. spnng
semesier Close to campus $550Vmo. Call
353 1284
2 bdrm. furnished apts.
352-7454
2 bedroom apt. for rent Start Jan. 1st. W
Rent negotiable. 352-6627.

Female subleases needed spnng semester
Own room 353-5190
Grad. student 1 bedroom apt $275/mo • uM
close to Univ. 352-2267.
MVF subieaser needed Own room w/ washer
and dryer units. Availabe immed. or Spr. semester $l88/mo. • util. Call Came @
352 4136
Owner (fluent in Spanish) wiH share large fum.
house in BG with 2 students. Preferred grad
students, exchange students, professors
Large bedrooms. 2 wood burrtmg fireplaces
laundry, kiichen. large wooded property $300
ind. aH utilities. Ava*. Jan 352-5523. leave
message after 8:00pm.
Subieaser or leasers ASAP tor ig. 1 bdrm. apt
Lots of closet space $340/mo plus elec Can
352 1516.

1986 Ford Bronco II XLT, 69.000 mi. auto.
power windows and doors, CD player 4-wheei
drive $3200 Call 352 8595
AAAA.i Early Specials' Cancun A Jamaica1 7
nights Air 6 hotel From $399! Includes Free
food. Drinks. Parties! springbreaktravel.com
1 800 678-6386.
AAAA.I Early Spring Break Specials* Bahamas Party Cruise" 8 Days $279' Includes Most
Meals' Awesome Beaches. Nightlife' Departs
from Florida I spnngbreaktravel.com
1-800-676-6386

Subieaser needed tor Spnng *99
Call Nikki at 330-449-5482
Subieaser needed. Haven House Apartments
Close to campus CalUcremy 352-1476.
SUBLEASERS WANTED) 724 6th Take over
whole lease at $500Vmo. til May. Cal
352 5099
Wanted: Grad Student to sublease nice, onebedroom apt $350/month. Call 352-5643 or
3533295.

Yamaha keyboard, nearly new. MIDI compatible w/accesones A software $575,353-3437
AAAA.i Spring Break Travel was 1 of 6 small
businesses in the US recognized by the Council of Better Business Bureaus for outstanding
ethics in the marketplace' springbreaktravel com 1-800-6 78-6386

l»5l

$ Holiday Ski Trip
to Steamboat Springs
January 2- 10. 1999
Trip Includes ^nights
*+*
Juxury condiffT A out of 5

FALL 1999 Leasing
Starts Mon. Nov 2

Home Sport Club Events:

SPECIAL EVENTS
PERSONAL SAFETY

Hi

&

Cholesterol with Glucose
Screening

Goal: To familiarize the participants
with techniques and habits to provide
lor their personal salary.

November 4,1998
12:30 - 4:00 pm
Foyer of the Student Union

www.wcnet.org/--iriecca

f

**€*

For more information, contact Cat Cramp
at 372-7481, or stop by the SRC.

Hours

Monday - Friday 9 a.m. - 5 p.m
Sarurday 9 a.m. - 1 p.m.

Hi

FITWELL CENTER

SELF DEFENSE CLINIC
Wednesday, November 18
6:00 - 10:00pm
^X*
SRC Dance Room

Call the Main Office to register.

Come in today to pick
up your Fall Listings

Men's Rugby
Midwest Univ. Cup Quarterfinal
Saturday, Oct. 31 • 1:00 pm
CoUege Park Rugby Pield

or more Informal!
call Cat Cramp @ 372-748

GREENBRIAR, INC.
352-0717

GREENBRIAR, INC.

Intramural Entries Due
RacqtMtball Singles (M & W)
October 28
Wallyball (Co-Rec)
November 3

SPORT CLUBS

• 808 & 81 8 N. Enterprise
• Mew Frazee (451 & 4 24) Ave. Apartments
• Frazee Ave. Apartments
• Columbia Court Apartments
• East Merry Ave. Apartments
• Field Manor Apartments
• Mercer Manor Apart ment s
• Rdge Manor Apartments
• Campbell Hill Apartments
• Rus Many Other Locations

224 E. Wooster
Bowling Green, OH 43402

INTRAMURALS

Entries due by 3 pm in 130
Perry Field House.

HI

Management Inc.

For complete hmngMfcas** *rarTt*| JM.
Its* «r Seriat/Falt) 1999-2000) Mop by our
office at 1045 N Main St or call 3SJ-5M0

FOR RENT

163 South Mom Street • Bowling Green • 419-352-2595

PROPERTIES

216 ft. Pee Rd.-StwJi** (F.v*rtnt*e Apt*.).
laundry on site, Mils included in the rent-Avail
Urn 5te Itse Rent sum at 230 mo
CaH JM-MM

Management Inc.

Nutritional Supplements
Brand names, best prices
Omega Nutrition Supply
(419)6889164.

(Indoor Heated swimming pool, sauna. Hydra-Spa Whirlpool, complett
tttrcise equipment, complttt locker room and shower facilities)

215 E. PM R*MMra<Everg.rr«a Apts.). very
•pacious. Iiundry on silt rail flan* M
uo mo -dec Anil J.. »i«. 1 w
C'IH JSJ-SMO

/vtl^CA

Ibanez 7 string electric guitar Mini condition
$1200 or best offer with case Call Chad
@3730242

217 South Colleg*- 15 btocka from Hanna
Hall, 3 BR House, tenants pay ail util.. sec
dep . $525/mo. Available immediately.
Foe more Information or to aign a lea**,
contact Arbor Enterprises at 354-2854.
Locally owned and managed.

1 800 SURFS UP
wwwstudeniexpress.com

Fall 1999 Lists Now Available

/vlEfcCA
Management Inc.

1 mo old.

2-3 subleas*rs for spring semester
Call 352 8138

SPRING BREAK PLAN NOW!
Cancun, Jamaica. Mazatlan,
& S. Padre. Free Meals A Free
Parses. Campus sales reps
wanted Earn free trips * cash

t $ I A B l i S* t D

Typog Serve** offered. 353-1299

NEW NEW NEW NEW
HdMak AfO.- IMi Mm. knt j». n. IW.
1012 Fiirview-uniqi* Hoc design, carport*
Remi >30-«00/mo.u!ili
(.H J5J-M00

Futon frame and denim cushion
$200 CaB Beth @352-6716

STEAK HOUSE

Cherrywood Health Spa

Leam guitar Jason Quick Freelance Musician/ instructor with mastar'a degree from
BGSU For more info, contact creative arts
program 372-6177.

Management Inc.

AAAA.i Early Specials' Panama City' Room
with kitchen $129' Induces 7 Free Parties*
Dayiona $149 New Hotspot South Beach
$1291 Cocoa Beach $149' springbreaktravel com 1 800 678 6386.
^__

^RhiJmcuw

352-9378

Fox Run • Haven House Manor
Piedmont • Birchwood Place • Mini Mall
Small Buildings Frontier Housing • Houses

All residents receive a membership to

Tell them you taw their
ada In the Newel

Part-time Student Employment
Are you looking lor pan-time employment of 15
hours plus per week wilhm walking distance to
BGSU campus? Interested in working various
unskilled tobs in assembly, packaging, etc.?
Rale of pay a $5.15 per hour. Apply in person
between the hours of 9:00am and 5:00pm
(Mon -Fn) at Advanced Specialty Products.
Inc. 426 Ctough St. BG OH 43402.

IMMEDIATE NEED FOR EXPERIENCED
BABY SITTER weekends, Fall quarter only.
Call Debbie al 354-5020.

NOW LEASING
Spring and Fall 1999
Call Today!

Changing Tmes Tanning & Hair Salon
is having a one time tanning special'
Buy as many sessions as you want, and
for every 10 seasons you buy. recerve
a $5 001 store credit'
Expires 10/07/96
Changtng Times
1616 East Wooaiar
Phone 354-2244

Support Our
Advertisers

ORDER
ENTRY
Seasonal
$6.75-17.25
Hickory Farms is now hiring fun and part-time
seasonal Order Entry personnel to input orders
into our order processing system. Positions are
open now through December on day. evening
and third shift, during the week and on weekends. $.75 per hour shift differential on third
shift Must have basic compukir and typing
skills. Positions are also open for customer
service and clerical personnel. Attendance incentives, generous employee discount, and
professional supervision. Apply in person at
our corporal* offices Mon -Frl from
O.00am-7:00pm SATURDAYS 10:00*m lo
200pm. Hickory Farms. 1505 Holland Rd..
Maumee, OH 43537 EOE,

PREFERRED

SERVICES OFFERED

Pregnant? Free pregnancy tests.
Confidential 6 caring.
354-4673. BG Pregnancy Center.

Wednesday, October 28, 1998

Students can stop by for FREE
screening. Faculty/Staff can stop
by for a screening for $5.00.

November is
National Diabetes Month
www.bgsu.edu/offices/8tudent_affalrs/recsport*

